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Conference Report 
 

Project No.: 14-0005 
Project: Capitan New Secondary School 
Date: August 25, 2014 
Place: Capitan Board Room 
  
Attending: See sign in sheet 
By: Shannon Parks 
  
Copies To: All attendees, Graeme Means – High Mesa, Abbas Shirian – 

B+P 
Issue Date: August 29, 2014 
  
Discussion Items:  
1. New steering committee members were introduced including new principal Jimmie Mace, maintenance 

director Jerry Deal, new member and Capitan parent Michelle Stearns, and Construction Manager at Risk 
(CMAR) Contractor Matt Mulligan with HB Construction. 

2. David Cox with the Village spoke about the planned relocation of the Village water line that currently bisects 
the site in the east west direction. 

a. The design was done by Dennis Engineering.  D/P/S will contact Steve at Dennis Engineering for 
drawings and flow information to share with Graeme Means of High Mesa Consulting. 

b. The Village of Capitan is waiting for the state to give the ok for the work to commence, but David 
feels confident that the work will be complete in time for the construction start of the new 
Secondary School.  Its timing is critical to the project schedule. 

c. When the water line is removed, four water taps feeding existing buildings will have to be 
relocated.   

d. Gary Tregembo also pointed out that there are electrical lines running north-south located under 
the bus loop and their depth is unknown. 

e. The new line will extend from 48 to Tiger Drive. 
f. D/P/S will set up a meeting with David before the Secondary School design is complete so he can 

review. 
3. HB Construction was chosen by the selection committee to be the CMAR for the new Capitan Secondary 

School.  Matt McKim described the benefits of the CMAR procurement method and the role of HB during the 
design process.  Having the contractor on board early gives the team a better handle on cost and 
constructability which ensures good, durable decisions are made.  Since HB will have a clear understanding 
of scope as they are a part of the design process, construction will be smoother and the possibility of change 
orders will be greatly reduced. This procurement method is still competitive as the CMAR will be required to 
seek bids from at least three sub-contractors for each portion of work. 

4. Matt Mulligan gave a brief presentation about HB Construction.  Matt stated that some of the ways that they 
go above and beyond are to provide a 23 month walk through in addition to the typical 11 month, extending 
the typical 1-year construction warranty to two years.  They also provide a 2 year maintenance period and 
have it written into sub-contractors’ contracts. 

5. Matt McKim briefly reviewed the phases of design (programming, schematic design, design development, 
construction documents, construction, 11 month walk through).  The contract is broken out in these phases as 
a means of establishing progress milestones.  This format is an industry standard.  Right now, we have 
completed programming and are almost through Schematic Design. Matt reviewed some schedule sensitive 
items that will need to be addressed before the completion of the Schematic Design Phase as well as items 
that have already been addressed: 

a. Items complete: 
i. Water Quality Test:  The results showed that some treatment will likely be required.   
ii. The Conductivity Test:  The results were very positive and some of the best in the state.  

This shows that ground coupled heat pump system is a viable option HVAC system for 
The district who may want to consider ground coupled heat pumps as one of the three 
systems to be reviewed in the Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA). 
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iii. PSFA required questions for LCCA 
iv. Selection of geotechnical engineer: Three proposals 

were gathered and Terracon was recommended.  
They have mobilized drilling equipment on site and 
started gathering samples.  The geotechnical 
investigation evaluates the soil and subsurface conditions.  They will provide a report that 
has recommendations for foundation systems and flatwork sections (concrete paving and 
asphalt).   

v. Selection of CMAR 
b. Items that need to be completed before end of Schematic Design (9/25): 

i. Selection of three HVAC systems to be evaluated for the LCCA: The steering committee 
agreed to a GoTo meeting for September 3 at 1:30.  Abbas (mechanical engineer from 
Bridgers & Paxton) will review 12-13 systems to help the district in their selection for 
LCCA.  The mechanical system will likely have an impact on square footage. 

ii. Building location:  Options were reviewed later in the meeting. 
iii. Demolition of the District Admin Building:  Options were reviewed later in the meeting. 
iv. Lockers:  Lockers will inform hallway widths and space needs.   

1. The steering committee will make a recommendation and the school board will 
decide. 

2. No lockers would mean two sets of books would be needed, but the goal is to 
utilize e-books and have more technology in the hands of students. 

3. Feedback from other schools without lockers said that student traffic flow in 
corridors was better. 

4. No lockers could save the project about $250,000 for use elsewhere in the 
project. 

5. Some worry that eliminating lockers would result in more students going to their 
car during school hours. 

6. Students and staff should be involved in this decision. 
c. Items that need to be complete at start of Design Development Phase (9/26-11/05): 

i. Select Mechanical System 
ii. Village water line design with anticipated flow information 
iii. Geotechnical recommendations complete 

d. Shirley added the importance of including the relocating of the play area in the project timeline.  
HB will help in this discussion. 

6. All reviewed the previous design layout and steering committee comments that needed to be addressed: 
a. North entry 
b. View angles need to be studied. 
c. Administration needs rework and also the addition of a work area 
d. There should be one special ed classroom per floor level 
e. Square footage 
f. Lockers? 

7. The previous siting diagram showed a strong “entry corridor” between the existing middle school and 
secondary school with a nice relationship between the media center and the courtyard. This configuration 
provides a single point of access to the school that would help with security and monitoring. 

8. D/P/S reviewed sun studies using the previous location and conceptual massing of the new building.  The 
sun studies looked at the shadows cast by the building during August, December, and February at 8am, 
10am, 1pm and 4pm.  The studies also illustrated the importance of building height and location of one 
and two story portions to maximize sun in the “entry corridor” area. These studies show a low slope roof 
with parapets, a sloped roof would shade the north, east and west sides to a greater extent. 

9. D/P/S reviewed four siting options showing different entry points and building locations with estimated 
costs.  Each option required different grading and retainage and the different internal building layouts 
resulted in varying site lines from the administration.   

a. All preferred option 4 which included a west facing entrance, little to no retainage at the west end, 
less ramp length at the east end, optimal sight lines, and less shade in the “entry corridor” 
between the existing middle school and new building. 

b. This option requires demolition of the district administration to be included in this phase of work 
instead of a later one. 

c. Relocation of the play area south of the ES should also be included in this project scope.  
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d. Demolition of the existing admin building and expanded site 
scope will increase the MACC. However, the district will save 
money on operating costs by backfilling district admin staff in 
other unused spaces.  

e. A new vault location will be required for the interim until there 
is a permanent location for the district admin.  The district has started digitizing files, but this will 
take some time and money to complete. This cost creating a temporary rated vault space should 
be compared with the cost of digitizing all files. 

f. The selected option will be taken to the school board for approval. 
10. D/P/S reviewed the updated floor plan. 

a. Committee liked the updated layout as all previous comments were addressed. 
b. Specific classrooms can be configured as a computer lab if needed.  Additional power and data 

will be provided. 
c. The media center and its needs will have to be more closely examined as the design develops. 
d. Classroom sizes are smaller than existing classrooms, but will be more efficient and flexible.  The 

classrooms are sized to fit 28 students. 
11. The future location of the multi-purpose and field house functions should be kept in mind. 
12. Next steps: 

a. GoTo Meeting to evaluate which three systems should be using in the Life Cycle Cost Analysis: 
Wednesday 9/3 @ 1:30.  Instructions: 

1.  https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/225076461 
 

2.  Use your microphone and speakers (VoIP) - a headset is recommended.  Or, call in 
using your telephone. 
 
Dial +1 (571) 317-3122 
Access Code: 225-076-461 
Audio PIN: Shown after joining the meeting 
Meeting ID: 225-076-461 
 

b. Steering committee meeting: Wednesday, 9/17 @ 6pm 
 
 
 
 
This report is assumed to be a true and accurate account of this communication unless notice to the 
contrary is received within 10 calendar days of issue. 
 
End of Report 


